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The context of this thesis is derived categories in algebraic geometry and geo-
metric quotients. Specifically, we prove the embedding of the derived category
of a smooth curve of genus greater than one into the derived category of the
moduli space of semistable pairs over the curve. We also describe closed cover
conditions under which the composition of a pullback and a pushforward induces
a fully faithful functor. To prove our main result, we give an exposition of how
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1. Introduction
Derived categories were invented by Grothendieck in the early 1960’s, although
they were not put on paper until a few years later in the 1967 thesis of Verdier [26].
These objects have gone on to provide insight in fields as diverse as differential
equations and the representation theory of Lie algebras.
In algebraic geometry, derived categories have become both a fundamental
tool as well as interesting objects in their own right, acting as new invariants
of schemes or even stacks. Applications to the minimal model program in bi-
rational geometry were investigated by Kawamata [15] and even the problem
of the cubic fourfold has been attempted from this perspective by Kuznetsov
[17]. In string theory, derived categories make a central appearance in Maxim
Kontsevich’s famous Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture [16], and much
recent work has been completed in this direction by Abouzaid [1; 2], Katzarkov
[1; 13], Seidel [22], Smith [2], Kelly and Favero [9], and others. Also recently,
Ballard/Favero/Katzarkov [4] and Halpern-Leistner [10] have made progress dis-
cussing derived categories in the setting of Geometric Invariant Theory.
The derived category DpAq of an abelian category A is the localization of
the homotopy category of complexes in A by quasi-isomorphisms between those
complexes. In particular, DpAq will be a triangulated category. For a scheme
X, the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X, denoted DbpXq, is
nothing more than those objects in DpcohpXqq with bounded cohomology. Of
course, the category DbpXq is not a strict invariant (if it were, there would be
little to study), although it is a classical result of Bondal and Orlov [7] that if X
and Y are smooth projective varieties, both with ample or anti-ample canonical
bundle, and DbpXq  DbpY q, then X is isomorphic to Y .
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A semiorthogonal decompostion of a triangulated category D, written as D  
T1, . . . , Tn ¡,ss is a sequence of full admissible triangulated subcategories T1, . . . , Tn
which generate D such that there are no morphisms from right to left, i.e. for
all j ¡ i, we have that MorpTj, Tiq  0. It is often interesting to ask whether or
not DbpXq has a semiorthogonal decomposition, and if so what components it’s
comprised of. For example, a groundbreaking result of Beilinson [5] reveals that
there is a semiorthogonal decomposition DbpPnq   O,Op1q,Op2q, . . . ,Opnq ¡.
Another well-known result by Bondal and Orlov [6] states that if X̃ is the blow
up of a smooth subvariety Y of codimension r in a smooth variety X, then there
is a semiorthogonal decomposition of DbpX̃q into r  1 copies of DbpY q and one
copy of DbpXq. There are certainly varieties whose derived category cannot be
decomposed; in fact, Okawa has proven that the derived category of every smooth
projective curve excluding P1 admits no semi-orthogonal decompositions [21].
In this thesis, we show that if M is the moduli space of σ-semistable pairs
with fixed determinant of degree d over a curve C of genus g ¡ 1, then when
d  2g  1 there is an admissible embedding of DbpCq into DbpMq. In particu-
lar, this result implies a semiorthogonal decomposition of DbpMq into DbpCq and
another component, although we do not explicitly compute what the complemen-
tary component is. Our main theorem which allows us to prove the embedding
is the following:





the moduli are non-empty), define σ   σ   ε and σ  σ  ε for ε small. Let
Mpσ q, and respectively Mpσq, denote the moduli space of σ , and respectively
σ, semistable pairs over a curve C of genus g ¡ 1 with fixed determinant of de-
gree d ¤ 2g1. Then there is a fully faithful functor DbpMpσ qq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq.
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We also conjecture in Remark 8.3 that the bounded derived category of the
curve DbpCq embeds into DbpMq, where M is the usual moduli space of semistable
bundles over C, again with fixed determinant of degree 2g  1.
In Section 3, we verify this conjecture when g  2, and prove that the fully
faithful functor is in fact given by the Fourier-Mukai transform associated to the
universal bundle on C M .
In Section 4, we prove Proposition 4.2, which we will use to show Theorem
7.7. Although the Proposition’s conditions are a bit technical, its statement is
actually quite general.
In Section 5, we explain a trick to think of more general GIT quotients as Gm
quotients. This trick is introduced by Thaddeus in his paper [25]. We will need
this point of view, in addition to the algebraic construction of Section 6, to reduce
the proof of Theorem 7.7 to a more manageable case.
In Section 7, we prove Theorem 7.7, using the preceding sections.
Finally, in Section 8, we deduce a couple of corollaries, including the fact that
the derived category of the curve embeds into the derived categories of the moduli
spaces of σ-semistable pairs with fixed determinant of degree d  2g  1.
3
2. Notation
For the duration of this paper, we fix k to be an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. We also fix C to be a smooth curve, i.e. a dimension one
integral scheme whose local rings are all regular and which is proper over k. Let
g denote the genus of C, and note that for us g will always be greater than one.
Fix Λ to be a line bundle over C of degree d.
In Section 3 only, M will denote the moduli space of rank two vector bundles
over C, where g  2 and d  1, whose existence is guaranteed by Newstead [19].
In all later sections, Mpσq denotes the moduli space of σ-semistable pairs pE, φq
over a curve C of any genus g ¡ 1, where E is a rank two vector bundle over C
and φ is a global section of E, for now with no restriction on d. The existence
of these moduli spaces for a certain range of σ and d, to be discussed later, is
guaranteed by Thaddeus [24].
3. The Genus 2 Case
Let C be a smooth genus two curve, and let M be the moduli space of stable
rank two vector bundles over C of fixed degree three determinant. We denote
by F the universal bundle on C M , and by ΦF the associated Fourier-Mukai
transform.
Proposition 3.1. If g  2 and d  3, then ΦF : DbpCq Ñ DbpMq is a fully
faithful embedding.
Proof. In Theorem 1.1 of [6], Bondal and Orlov prove criteria, amounting to
orthogonality conditions on skyscraper sheaves, under which a Fourier-Mukai
transform is fully faithful. Our goal is to show that for every point x P C, the
restriction of the universal bundle F |x is the spinor bundle on M associated to
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x. The result then follows from the aforementioned theorem, combined with the
proof of Theorem 2.7 in the same paper, during which they use their Theorem
1.1 to show the fully faithfulness of the Fourer-Mukai transform associated to a
spinor bundle.
Let us first recall explicit constructions of M and F , following P.E. Newstead
[19]. Since C has genus two, we have a double cover C Ñ P1 associated to the
canonical bundle, ramified over six points. As shown by Newstead in [19], the
moduli space M is then the intersection locus of a pencil of quadrics tQλ|λ P P1u
in P5, which degenerates into a cone precisely at those 6 points. Each nonde-
generate Qλ carries two families of planes. Lifting the pencil to tQx|x P Cu, we
have that each Qx comes with a preferred family of planes Hx, where the two
points lying over λ P P1 give the two families on Qλ. Now, for ξ PM and x P C,
consider Nξ,x, the planes of Hx containing ξ. Via the Plücker embedding of the





Nξ,x  tpx, ξ, rP sq|x P C, ξ PM, rP s P Nξ,xu  CMGrp3, 6q (3.1)
is a P1-bundle over C M . In fact, this P1-bundle N can be lifted to a rank 2
bundle F over C M , which Newstead proves is the universal bundle.
By a spinor bundle on M , we mean the restriction of a spinor bundle on a
quadric Qλ  P5, as defined by Addington [3] in the following way. Let the line
bundle E be the ample generator of PicpOGp3, Qλqq  Z, where OGp3, Qλq is
one of two connected components of the space of P2s on Qλ. The square of E is
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the restricted Plücker line bundle embedding Grp3, 6q into P19. Then a spinor





ÝÑ OGp3, Qλq is the incidence
correspondence and .
Observe that if we restrict I
p
ÝÑ Qλ to M , the restricted I equals N |x as
subvarieties of M  P19, where x P C is lying over λ P P1. So to prove that
F |x is indeed the spinor bundle on M associated to x, it suffices to show that
qpEq  Op1q, where Op1q is the relative sheaf of the P1-bundle I pÝÑ M . But
since the fibers of p are Nξ,x, which is a conic in P19 under the Plucker embedding,
it immediately follows that qpEq is the relative sheaf of p.

4. A Technical Result
We now prove the abstract and technical Proposition 4.2, which we’ll use in
the proof of Theorem 7.7. It essentially says that if one wants to prove that the
composition of a derived pushforward with a derived pullback is a fully faithful
functor, and all involved schemes are over a scheme S, then it suffices to show it
over any nice closed scheme cover of S.
First we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a regular Noetherian scheme, F a finite locally free sheaf
on X, E an object in DbpXq, and g : F Ñ E a map. If there exist closed
subschemes H covering X such that g : F bLOH Ñ EbLOH is an isomorphism
for all H, then F  E in DbpXq.
Proof. Since X is regular we may assume all terms E i of E are finite locally
free. Also, observe that since F is flat, the derived tensor product EbL OH 
F bL OH  F bOH is a sheaf.
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We first show that E is concentrated in degree zero.
Letm be maximal withHmpEq  0 and assumem ¡ 0. Recall that for any mor-
phism f of ringed spaces, we have the spectral sequence Ep,q2  L
pfpHqpEqq ñ
Lp qfpEq. In our situation, letting f : H Ñ X be the closed immersion, the
terms Lp qfpEq  0 when p  q  0 and Ep,q2  LpfpHqpE
q  0 when q ¡ m or
p ¡ 0. The latter assertion follows from replacing the coherent sheaf HqpEq by
its locally free resolution, which of course has no terms of positive degree. These
two inequalities imply that E0,m2 survives to the infinity page, and so we obtain
HmpEq bOH  fpHmpEqq  0. Because this holds for a a closed cover of X, by
Nakayama’s Lemma we conclude that HmpEq  0. Thus we’ve shown that E has
no nonzero cohomology in degrees greater than zero.
Now we show that H0pEq is flat. Since F bL OH  EbL OH for closed
subschemes H covering X, we also have that F bL kpxq  EbL kpxq for all closed
points x P X. Applying the above spectral sequence for the closed point cover,
we see that in this case, since we have already shown that E is concentrated in
degrees less than zero, the terms Ep,q2 are only nonzero in the third quadrant,
and furthermore E1,02  H1ixpH0pE
qq  0 as well since there is no nontrivial
map on any page involving this term. Unraveling the picture affine locally, the
vanishing says that if M̃  H0pEq, then Tor1pM,R{mq  0 for all maximal ideals
m  R  H0pOXq. Hence H0pEq is flat.
Let m be minimal with HmpEq  0 and m   0. Then E0,m2 survives to the
infinity page, and so HmpEq bOH  fpHmpEqq  0. Again by Nakayama’s, we
finally conclude that HmpEq  0 and E is concentrated in degree 0.
By truncation and quasi-isomorphism, we can choose the sheaf H0pEq as a
representative for E. So we have that g : F Ñ H0pEq induces an isomorphism
F b kpxq Ñ H0pEq b kpxq for all closed points x (derived tensor is not necessary
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as both modules are flat). Then by Nakayama’s, we have that g induces an
isomorphism of stalks at the closed points of X. It follows that on the level of
sheaves g : F Ñ H0pEq is an isomorphism, and hence F  E in DbpXq.

Suppose M , M, M  and M are varieties with maps f , g, p, and q satisfying







































If H is a subvariety of M , we correspondingly define H   p1pHq, H 
q1pHq, and H̃  f1pp1pHqq  g1pq1pHqq to be the scheme theoretic inverse
images.
Proposition 4.2. We use the above notation as in diagram 4.1. Assume that M̃ ,
M, and M  are smooth, and that M is covered by closed subvarieties H such
that the corresponding H̃, H, and H  are smooth. If for all H in the closed
cover, the functors RgH  Lf

H : DbpH q ÝÑ DbpHq are fully faithful and the



































then Rg  Lf
 : DbpMq ÝÑ DbpM q is fully faithful.
Proof. For simplicity we assume all pushforwards and pullbacks are derived, omit-
ting the L’s and R’s.
Recall that the adjoint functor of g  f
 is f  g
!. So it suffices to show the
natural isomorphism fg
!gf
  1DbpMq. In fact, by [14], it suffices to show
the adjunction map is an isomorphism for very negative powers of an ample line
bundle.
We will show that for all H satisfying the conditions of the Proposition and
all line bundles L, the canonical map L Ñ fg!gfL, obtained via the adjunc-
tion property HompL, fg!gfpLqq  HompgfL, gfLq, induces isomorphisms
LbL OH  fg!gfpLq bL OH .
Since gHf

H are fully faithful, we have from the adjunction maps the canonical
isomorphisms LbLOH  fHg!HgHfHpLbLOHq. It remains to show that the
latter is naturally isomorphic to fg
!gf
pLq bL OH .
Letting i denote inclusion, observe that by [23, Tag 08IB] and Tor-independence,
we know that iH f  fHi

H̃




H . This is a con-





































Using Tor-independence again, also have that iH g  gHi

H̃







Applying this series of relations, we obtain the desired equality fg
!gf
pLqbL
OH  fHg!HgHfHpL bL OHq. Hence we conclude, by the previous Lemma
4.1, that g  f
 is fully faithful. 
5. General GIT Quotients as Gm Quotients
To prove the general case of our main theorem, we will need the following con-
struction, described in [25], which allows us to view GIT quotients of a projective
variety by an arbitrary reductive group as GIT quotients of a different variety
by Gm. A key facet of this construction is that we may start with linearizations
with distinct underlying line bundles, but once we have switched to quotienting
by Gm, the new linearizations will all have the same underlying line bundle.
Let X be a projective variety over an algebraically closed field k and G be a
reductive group scheme acting on X. Suppose L  and L are ample linearizations
for this action, and let L0  1
2
pL bLq be the average linearization. Denote the
three GIT quotients X{{ G, X{{G, and X{{0G, and define V  PpL  ` Lq.
There is an obvious action of G on V with canonical linearization on Op1q.
There is also a natural action of Gm on V defined by λpx, yq  pλx, λ1yq on
L  ` L, which commutes with the G action. Now consider the following three
linearizations onOp1q of the Gm action: the aforementioned natural linearization,
denoted by a 0, the   linearization given by λpx, yq  px, λ2yq, and the 
linearization given by λpx, yq  pλ2x, yq.
We claim that, with respect to all three linearizations, V {{Gm  X, and
in all three cases, the residual G action has the corresponding L , L, and




0ppL qi b pLqjq. So for the   linearization, the subalge-
bra of Gm invariants is
À
iPNH
0pL qiq, for  it is
À
iPNH





0ppL qi b pLqiq. Since L  and L are ample line bundles on X, we
have the three equalities V {{ Gm  V {{Gm  V {{0Gm  X and, furthermore,
the residual G action is linearized by, respectively, L , L, and L0.
Thus we have the isomorphisms
pV {{0Gmq{{G  X{{0G
pV {{ Gmq{{G  X{{ G
pV {{Gmq{{G  X{{G
But the two group actions commute, so defining W  V {{G, we have the desired
set of equalities
W {{0Gm  X{{0G
W {{ Gm  X{{ G
W {{Gm  X{{G,
and furthermore the linearizations of these GIT quotients of W all have the
same underlying line bundle. In general, W may be singular. However, in our
application of this trick, we require (and will show that) W is smooth at the
desired point.
6. Étale Maps from Affine to Standard Flips
First we prove an algebra lemma which we will use repeatedly. Before we dive
into the lemma, we will say what we mean by an algebraic action of a reductive
linear algebraic group G on a finite type k-algebra R. We follow many of the
conventions of Newstead’s book [20]. Recall that throughout this paper, k is an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
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Let G be a linear algebraic group, i.e. G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup
of GLpnq for some n. A linear action of G on kn is one arising from a rational
representation G Ñ GLpnq. We say G is geometrically reductive if for every
linear action of G on kn and invariant point v P kn, there exists an invariant
homogeneous nonconstant polynomial f such that fpvq  0. In fact by Mumford’s
Conjecture, this is equivalent to being reductive in the usual sense (see [20]).
Let R be a finite type k-algebra. A reductive linear algebraic group acts al-
gebraically on R if we have a group homomorphism G Ñ AutpRq, and every
element of R is contained in a finite dimensional G-invariant k vector space on
which G acts as a linear action. A classic result, proven by Nagata in [18], is that
in this situation the ring of invariants RG is finitely generated.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose A and B are finite type k-algebras, G is a reductive linear
algebraic group acting algebraically on both A and B, and A Ñ B is an étale
G-homomorphism. If mA  A and mB  B are G-invariant maximal ideals such
that mA is the inverse image of mB, then A
G
mA
Ñ BGmB is also étale.
Remark 6.2. It should be noted that although the action of G on A and B is
algebraic, the action of G on the localizations is in general just a set action,
although the invariants will still form a ring. For example, the algebraic action
of Gm on krts given by t ÞÑ λt does not extend to an algebraic action on the
localization at the invariant maximal ideal ptq.
Proof. Since AÑ B is étale, of course AmA Ñ BmB is as well.
In the case where the residue fields are isomorphic, a map of local rings
AmA Ñ BmB is étale if and only if the map of completion rings ÂmA Ñ B̂mB is an




which has a natural action of G since each quotient ring pAmAq{m
n
A does. Likewise,
B̂ has a natural action of G.
We claim that taking completions of local rings commutes with taking rings







lently, we want to show that AGmA surjects onto pAmA{m
n
Aq
G. To see this, observe






































The right vertical arrow is of course an isomorphism, and the bottom arrow is
a surjection since for an algebraic action of a group on a ring, taking invariants is
exact. Hence the top arrow is also a surjection, and we’ve proven that pÂmAq
G 
{pAGmAq.
We conclude that since ÂmA Ñ B̂mB is an isomorphism, then
yAGmA Ñ yBGmB is as
well, and thus the map of invariant rings AGmA Ñ B
G
mB
is also étale. 
We consider a particular situation of an affine flip, as described by Thaddeus
in [25], and construct commuting étale morphisms to a standard flip.
We first state the entire setup needed for our construction. Let k be an alge-
braically closed field, and let R be an integral finitely generated k-algebra with




r P R has degree i if it is acted on by Gm with weight i. Write U  SpecpRq. Let
w P U be a fixed smooth point of the action, and let mw  R be the correspond-
ing homogeneous maximal ideal. We assume that Gm acts on TwU with weights
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c, 0, and c for some constant c. In fact, after regrading, we may assume that it
acts on the tangent space with weights 1, 0, and 1.
We now describe the affine flip. Taking the canonical linearization 0 on OU of
Gm, we have that U{{0Gm  SpecpRGmq  SpecpR0q. To define other lineariza-
tions on OU , we need to define different Gm-actions on Rrzs which are compatible
with the action on R, i.e. Z-gradings on Rrzs which agrees with the grading on R.
Let the   and  linearizations be given by setting the degree of z equal to 1 and















Riq. By Theorem (1.9)






















erated in degrees 0, d, and d. By Theorem 1.9 in [25], this blow up Ũ is
naturally isomorphic to the blow up of Projp
À
i¤0
Riq at the ideal pRdq, and we
obtain the above picture.
Now recall we have a Gm-action on the tangent space TwU  mw{m2w with
weights 1, 0, and 1. Let f1, . . . , fs1 P R be a lift of a basis for the weight 1
part, and similarly define g1, . . . , gs0 as a lift for the 0 part, and h1, . . . , hs1 as a lift
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for the 1 part. These elements determine a morphism φ : U Ñ As1 s0 s1 which
is étale on a neighborhood of w, so without loss of generality we may assume that
φ is étale on U .
Define a Gm action on As1 s0 s1  Specpkrx1, . . . , xs1 , y1, . . . , ys0 , z1, . . . , zs1sq
by λ  xi  λ
1xi, λ  yi  yi, and λ  zi  λzi. Then φ is a Gm-map, and we
have a morphism φ0 : U{{
0Gm Ñ As1 s0 s1{{0Gm, where the GIT quotient of
As1 s0 s1 is taken with trivial linearization, i.e. As1 s0 s1{{0Gm  Specpkryisq.
Lemma 6.1 tells us that φ0 is also étale in a neighborhood of w̄ P U{{
0Gm. Again
replacing U by a smaller invariant affine open, we conclude that φ0 is étale on
the full domain U{{0Gm.
Now consider the two different GIT quotients of the affine space A : As1 s0 s1
given by the  linearizations, i.e. A{{ Gm  Projpkryi, xizj, zisq and A{{Gm 
Projpkrxi, yi, xizjsq. There are natural maps A{{ Gm Ñ A{{0Gm and A{{Gm Ñ
A{{0Gm. Note that, by symmetry, blowing up A{{ Gm and A{{Gm at the ideals
generated by pxizjq in both kryi, xizj, zis and krxi, yi, xizjs results in isomorphic
varieties, which we call Ã. This Ã is identical to the one constructed as above in
diagram (6.2) for a more general ring R.
Our next goal is to construct étale morphisms φ : U{{
Gm Ñ A{{Gm which
commute with φ0 and the contractions. We define φ  as the map associated




yi ÞÑ gi, xizj ÞÑ fihj, and zi ÞÑ hi. Define φ analogously.
We need to show φ  and φ are well-defined on the entire domain, i.e. that
they are morphisms, and of course we also need to show that they are étale. To do
this, we first shrink U so that V ph1, . . . , hs1q and V pf1, . . . , fs1q are irreducible.
Since U is smooth at w, at most one irreducible component of each closed set
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goes through w, so this operation does not change the local geometry at w and
we can assume V ph1, . . . , hs1q and V pf1, . . . , fs1q are irreducible.
Lemma 6.3. The rational maps between quotients φ  : U{{
 Gm Ñ A{{ Gm and
φ : U{{
Gm Ñ A{{Gm are in fact well defined on the whole domain.
Proof. We prove this only for φ , as of course the proof is symmetric for φ.
The rational map φ  between Proj’s comes from the homogeneous map of
graded rings kryi, xizj, zis Ñ
À
i¥0
Ri defined naturally as above. Suppose now that




the inverse image of p under the ring map must contain the irrelevant ideal of
kryi, xizj, zis, i.e. p contains all the hi. Furthermore, p itself is not irrelevant, so
there exists a positive degree element a P
À
i¡0
Ri such that a R p. We’ll show this
final deduction is in fact impossible.
Observe that because w is a smooth point, the local completion ÔU,w is iso-
morphic to krrxi, yi, ziss, where the xi are degree 1, the yi are degree 0, and the
zi are degree 1. In particular, the zi generate the positive degree elements in the
completion ring, so the image of a in ÔU,w is in the ideal generated by the zi.
Now, since the hi correspond to the zi in ÔU,w, our element a is also zero in the
local completion ÔV ph1,...,hs1 q,w. But OV ph1,...,hs1 q,w is a subring of ÔV ph1,...,hs1 q,w,
so a is also zero in the stalk, and in particular V paq  V ph1, . . . , hs1q after again
shrinking U to a small neighborhood of w. Since V ph1, . . . , hs1q is irreducible, by
Nullstellensatz an P ph1, . . . , hs1q  p for some n P N. On the other hand, p is
prime so a P p, a contradiction.

Lemma 6.4. The morphisms φ  and φ are étale morphisms.
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Proof. We prove this only for φ  : U{{
 Gm Ñ A{{ Gm, as again the proof is
symmetric for φ. The tactic is to show this on a principal affine cover of U{{
 Gm.
Recall that the morphism φ  comes from the homogeneous map of graded rings
kryi, xizj, zis Ñ
À
i¥0
Ri as defined above. Note that the ring kryi, xizj, zis is the
subring of non-negative degree elements in krxi, yi, zis.
By construction, the morphism φ : U Ñ A is étale, so the associated (graded)
map of rings krxi, yi, zis Ñ
À
iPZ
Ri is étale. Let a P krxi, yi, zis be a positive degree




















Ri for large enough j. Similarly, krxi, yi, zisa  kryi, xizj, zisa.





Now applying the algebra Lemma 6.1, and noting that taking quotient rings
in this case amounts to taking degree zero components, we see that the map
between homogeneous localizations kryi, xizj, zispaq Ñ p
À
i¥0
RiqpaRq is also étale.
But as a varies, the open sets Specpkryi, xizj, zispaqq cover U{{
 Gm. Hence φ  :
U{{ Gm Ñ A{{ Gm is an étale morphism. 
Since Ũ and Ã are defined by blowing up smooth loci which correspond to one
another via φ  and φ, we also obtain an étale map φ̃ : Ũ Ñ Ã.
It is clear by the construction that we now have the following commutative






























































Remark 6.5. Observe that there are canonical line bundles (these are the sheaves
denoted Op1q) on A{{ Gm and U{{ Gm stemming from the linearizations used
to form the GIT quotients, and in fact φ  pulls the first back to the second. Of
course the analogous statements hold for φ and φ0.
7. General Case
We use the previous sections to tackle a more general case of Proposition 3.1.
In particular, we prove Theorem 1.1.
Fix C a smooth projective curve of arbitrary genus g over an algebraically
closed field k.
Recall from [24] that for σ P R, a σ-semistable pair is a pair pE, φq, where E is
a rank two vector bundle over C and φ P H0pEq is a nonzero section, satisfying








degE   σ if φ R H0pLq
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Let Mpσq denote the moduli space of σ-semistable pairs where the bundle has
fixed determinant Λ of degree d, as constructed in [24]. Note that in order for
the moduli space to be nonempty, we must have σ ¤ d{2 since otherwise the first
condition stipulates degpLq   0 for L with a nonzero global section φ. In fact,
we can explicitly understand Mpσq when σ is close to d{2 as follows.
Lemma 7.1. For genus g ¡ 1 and ε small, the moduli space Mpd{2  εq is
isomorphic to PExt1pΛ,OCq  PH1pΛ1q.
Proof. When σ  d{2 ε, the semistability conditions become
(7.3) degL ¤ 0 if φ P H0pLq
(7.4) degL   d if φ R H0pLq
This immediately implies that when φ P H0pLq, we have L  OC.
If E is a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ OC Ñ E Ñ Λ Ñ 0, and φ P H0pEq is given by
the map OC Ñ E, then we wish to show that E obeys the above inequalities. The
first is trivial since in this case L  OC for φ P H0pLq, so degL  0. On the other
hand, suppose M is a line bundle of degree at least d not containing φ as a section.
Then we know that the composition M Ñ E Ñ Λ, where the right map is as in
the extension, is nonzero since φ R H0pMq. So HompM,Λq  H0pΛ bM1q is
nonzero, and hence degM  d and M  Λ. But E is a nonsplit extension of Λ
by OC, so we have arrived at a contradiction.
Conversely, if E obeys both stability conditions, then the line bundle associated
to φ is L  OC. Consider the short exact sequence
(7.5) 0 Ñ LÑ E Ñ QÑ 0
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where Q is the quotient line bundle. Taking exterior powers, we see the isomor-
phism Λ  L bQ, i.e. we have Q  ΛL1  Λ. So it is immediate that E is an
extension of Λ by OC and that φ gives the map L Ñ E. Finally, the extension
cannot be split because if it were then Λ would be a subbundle of E, but Λ is a
line bundle of degree d whose global sections do not include φ, a violation of the
second inequality. 
On the other end of the spectrum, when σ  0, the inequalities reduce to the
usual semistability for vector bundles on a curve.
Henceforth we assume σ P r0, d{2q. Now, we briefly recall the contruction of
Mpσq, as done by Thaddeus in [24] and [25].
Let Quot be the Grothendieck Quot Scheme parametrizing flat quotients of
OχC of degree d. Define QuotΛ to be the subset of rank 2 locally free quotients
with determinant Λ. Note that being locally free is an open condition on Quot
since it behaves well in families. If we consider the determinant map from this
locus to PicpCq, we can also deduce that the sublocus with determinant Λ is
closed. Finally, rank is an invariant of the Hilbert polynomial of a bundle and
since Quot is stratified by Hilbert polynomials, we can conclude that QuotΛ
is locally closed in Quot. Denote temporarily by V the open set of QuotΛ
consisting of all quotients E inducing isomorphisms kχ Ñ H0pEq. There is a
natural action of SLpχq on V given by the action on the quotient maps OχC  E,
and this extends to an action on V  PCχ.
Lemma 7.2. Let σ be in the interval r0, d{2q. There exists a compactification Q
of V  PCχ and an ample linearization L such that GIT stability with respect to
L is equivalent to σ stability as defined above. In fact, the linearization L is a
power of Lχ 2σ1 b L4σ2 , where L1 and L2 are two fixed line bundles on Q.
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Proof. First, we can assume degΛ  d " σ. For σ-semistable E, this guaran-
tees that E is globally generated and χ : χpEq  h0pEq. The moduli spaces
for d small will be contained in these since if pE, φq is σ-semistable, then so is
pEpDq, φpDqq for any effective divisor D (see (1.9) in [24]). Furthermore, this
gives an embedding of the moduli space of σ-semistable pairs with determinant
Λ into the moduli space of σ-semistable pairs with determinant ΛpDq.
By [25], for d large enough we have an immersion
(7.6) T : V  PCχ ÝÑ PHomp
2©
Cχ, H0pΛqq  PCχ.
In [24], Thaddeus proves that σ semistability for bundles embedded by T is
equivalent to GIT semistability in PHomPCχ with respect to the linearization
given by a power of Opχ   2σ, 4σq. So defining Q to be the closure of V  PCχ
in PHom PCχ and letting L be the restriction of a power of Opχ  2σ, 4σq, we
deduce the conclusions of the Lemma. 
It is shown in [25] that thus defined Q{{SLpχq Mpσq. We also note that by
[24], Mpσq is smooth outside of its strictly semistable points.
Observe that the stability condition changes precisely when σ crosses d
2
  Z,
and in fact for numerical reasons, there only exist strictly semistable points when
σ P d
2
  Z. Fix σ P d
2
  Z and define σ  σ  ε and σ   σ   ε for ε small.
Blowing up the preimages in Mpσq of the singular locus in Mpσq, again by















Lemma 7.3. Suppose that g ¡ 1, d ¥ 3, and σ P d{2   Z. If pE, φq P Q is
strictly σ-semistable with closed orbit, then the pair splits as pL`M, pφ, 0qq.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, we may assume that d " 0, and so E is
globally generated, and χpEq  h0pEq, and we can work in V  Quot.
By general GIT, we know that since pE, φq is strictly semistable with closed
orbit, it has nontrivial stabilizer in SLpχq. This is equivalent to the pair pE, φq
having nontrivial automorphisms. So let T be a nontrivial automorphism of E
fixing φ.
Defining L as the sub line bundle generated by φ, we have as in the above
Lemma 7.1,
(7.8) 0 Ñ LÑ E Ñ Λb L1 Ñ 0
Now, φ is in the kernel of T  idE, so L is as well. Thus the automorphism
T  idE descends to a morphism E{L  Λ b L
1 Ñ E. This map must be
nonzero, since otherwise T  idE is zero everywhere, which contradicts T being
a nontrivial automorphism of E. So Λ b L1 Ñ E is nonzero, and we have a
splitting E  L`pΛbL1q. Furthermore the now sub bundle ΛbL1 has degree
ddegL  σ d{2, implying it is a sub bundle satisfying the second of the above
equalities.
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Note that since pE, φq splits as L`M where φ P H0pLq, then degL degM  d








degE   σ and φ R H0pMq
Hence if pE, φq is in a closed orbit, then both equalities in the semistability
conditions are attained.

Remark 7.4. In fact, the strictly semistable locus has three strata. The points
with closed orbit are split as L ` M , where L fails the first condition and M
fails the second. The other two strata come from the nonzero extensions in
Ext1pM,Lq, which fail just the first inequality, and the nonzero extensions in
Ext1pL,Mq with a lift φ̃ of φ P H0pLq, which fail just the second inequality. The
intersection of these strata is exactly comprised of the split bundles failing both.
Lemma 7.5. The stabilizer of a strictly σ-semistable point with closed orbit in
Q is Gm  SLpχq.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, we may assume that d " 0, and so E is
globally generated, and χpEq  h0pEq, and we can work in V  Quot.
By Lemma 7.3, if E is a strictly σ-semistable vector bundle in a closed orbit,
then it splits as L`M with φ P H0pLq.
Elements of SLpχq stabilizing pL`M, pφ, 0qq are in one-to-one correspondence
with automorphisms of L `M which fix φ. Since φ P H0pLq, this is equivalent
to homomorphisms from M to L `M inducing an automorphism of the vector
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bundle. But
(7.11) HompM,L`Mq  HompM,Lq ` HompM,Mq  HompM,Mq  C
since degpLqdegpMq  2σ   0. Of course excluding the zero homomorphism,
we conclude that the stabilizer is k  Gm. 
Lemma 7.6. Let q P Q be a split strictly σ-semistable point. Then the stabilizer
Gm acts on the tangent space TqQ with weights c, 0, and c for some nonzero
constant c.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, we may assume that d " 0, and so E is
globally generated, and χpEq  h0pEq, and we can work in V  Quot.
Again, if E is a strictly σ-semistable vector bundle with closed orbit in Q, then
E splits as pL `M, pφ, 0qq. The tangent space TqQ TEQuotΛ

TφPCχ and
our action respects this product, so we deal with each factor individually.
First observe that matrices in the stabilizer Gm  SLpχq correspond to block
matrices g acting as gψ  zaψ for a section ψ P H0pLq and gψ  zbψ for
a section ψ P H0pMq, where a and b are fixed nonzero integers satisfying the
equation ah0pLq   bh0pMq  0 (to guarantee the matrix has determinant 1) and
z parametrizes the group Gm.
Recall that if our strictly σ-semistable bundle E corresponds to the exact
sequence
(7.12) 0 Ñ K Ñ OχC Ñ E Ñ 0
then the tangent space TE QuotΛ= Hom(K, E).
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Since the surjection OχC Ñ E is determined by global sections and E splits,
the short exact sequence 7.12 itself splits as:
0 Ñ KL Ñ H
0pLq bOC Ñ LÑ 0
(7.13) `
0 Ñ KM Ñ H
0pMq bOC ÑM Ñ 0
In particular, the kernel K  KL `KM splits.
Returning to the tangent space, we then have the weight decomposition
(7.14) TEQuotΛ  HompKL, Lq`HompKM ,Mq`HompKL,Mq`HompKM , Lq
Considering the matrix structure outlined above, we see that Gm acts on HompKL, Lq
and HompKM ,Mq with weight 0, on HompKL,Mq with weight b  a, and on
HompKM , Lq with weight a b.
Finally, recall that the tangent space TφPCχ  HompCφ,Cχ{Cφq. The vector
space Cχ{Cφ  H0pEq{Cφ naturally splits as H0pLq{Cφ ` H0pMq. So
(7.15) TφPCχ  HompCφ,H0pLq{Cφq ` HompCφ,H0pMqq
and we see that Gm acts on TφPCχ with weights 0 and b a. 
Theorem 7.7. For σ P td
2
  Zu X r0, d
2
s (to ensure the moduli are non-empty)
and d1
2
 g ¤ 3σ, the functor Rg  Lf
 : DbpMpσ qq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq is fully
faithful.
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Proof. To simplify the notation, we assume all pullbacks and pushforwards are
derived, and omit the L’s and R’s. Furthermore, we fix σ and write M Mpσq,
M  Mpσ q, and M Mpσq.
The idea is to show that the above commutative diagram 7.7 is étale-locally
isomorphic to a product of the standard flip with a trivial part, and in this
situation the result follows from how derived categories behave under standard
flips.
Recall that the right adjoint of a pullback h between projective varieties is
the shriek functor h! defined by h!pEq  hE bL ωh, and so the right adjoint of
gf
 is fg
!. Thus it suffices to show that the natural transformation of functors
id Ñ fg
!gf
 is an isomorphism. By a result of Kawamata [14], it is enough
to prove that for all powers L of a fixed ample line bundle, the canonical maps
LÑ fg!gfL are isomorphisms. We will do this étale-locally.
Note that away from the singular locus of M , f and g are isomorphisms,
so there is nothing to check. Hence we restrict our attention to finding etale
neighborhoods of the singular locus in M , over which we will show the diagram
essentially simplifies to a standard flip.
The first step is to view M , M , and M as GIT quotients of a single variety
acted on by Gm. For this we employ the trick outlined in Section 5 with respect
to the ample linearizations L0, L , and L on Q, defined as in the statement of
Lemma 7.2, corresponding to M , M , and M. Hence we obtain a projective
variety W with line bundle L and three linearizations on L, denoted by zero, plus,
and minus, such that W {{0Gm M , W {{ Gm M , and W {{Gm M.
Let q P Q be a lift of a singular point in M corresponding to a strictly σ-
semistable vector bundle over C with closed orbit. Define v P V  PpL  ` Lq
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to be the point in the fiber over q corresponding to p1 : 1q, and let w P W be the
image of v.
We claim w is a fixed point for the Gm action on W . Since q P Q is split
strictly semistable, it has stabilizer S  Gm  SLpχq (Lemma 7.5). Recall
from the proof of Lemma 7.6 that S acts on the sections of q  L `M with
weight space decomposition H0pLq ` H0pMq and the weights are of opposite
sign, since our matrices live in SLpχq. Furthermore, by Remark 7.4, q is at
the intersection of Ext1pL,Mq and Ext1pM,Lq, and in fact note that all the
bundles in Ext1pL,Mq are σ-stable since the violating subbundle L obeys a
strict inequality after replacing σ by σ, and similarly those in Ext1pM,Lq are
σ -semistable. The stabilizer S  Gm acts on these two Ext groups by pushing
towards and pulling away from q. Hence the group S  SLpχq acts on the fiber
over q by pushing or pulling from the endpoints determined by L  and L. So
after quotienting by SLpχq, the image of v will be fixed by the action of Gm on
W .
Furthermore, w is a smooth point of W . The variety W arises as the quotient
of V by SLpχq and w is the image of v under this quotient. But since S  SLpχq
moves v, the point v has trivial stabilizer in SLpχq, and hence its image point w
is smooth in the quotient W .
Next we claim that TwW is acted on by Gm with weights c, 0, and c where
c is as in Lemma 7.6. To see this, consider the following maps:
(7.16) TqQ





















The top arrow is a surjection since the quotient PpL `Lq Ñ W by SLpχq is
smooth at w P W . The left arrow comes from a P1-bundle map and the stabilizer
Gm of q in SLpχq acts nontrivially on the fiber over q, so that the line collapses
under the quotient to W . This ensures that there exists φ as in the picture
making the diagram commute. In particular, φ is a surjective Gm map. Since by
Lemma 7.6 Gm acts on TqQ with weights c, 0, and c, we conclude that it acts
on TwW with these same weights.
Fix L on M  to be any integral power of the ample line bundle underlying
the linearization coming from our GIT quotients of W . It suffices to show the
isomorphisms L Ñ fg!gfL on any neighborhood of w , where w  is the
image of w in M   W {{ Gm. We now construct étale morphisms from the
commutative diagram 7.7, restricted to a neighborhood of w, to the diagram of
a flip.
By (3.2) in [25], there is a Gm-invariant affine w P U  W so that we have
















Write U  SpecpRq, where R 
À
iPZ
Ri is the grading induced by the Gm-action.




and U{{Gm  Projp
À
i¤0
Riq. Furthermore, since w is a fixed point of the Gm-
action corresponding to a split strictly semistable point, by Lemma 7.6 we have
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an induced action on the tangent space Rw with weights c, 0, and c. After
regrading, we can assume it has weights 1, 0, and 1.

































































where Ũ and the A notation is defined as in Section 6, and all the curved arrows
are étale. We write fA and gA for the top two blow-ups in the right diamond. By
Remark 6.5, there exists a line bundle M on A{{ Gm, which is a power of the
relative sheaf Op1q, such that φ M  L.
We claim that it suffices to show that the canonical mapMÑ fAg!AgAfAM
is an isomorphism. If so, then φ MÑ φ fAg!AgAfAM is as well. We want to
show that we can shift the φ through the expression on the right side of the arrow,
so that in fact this pulled back adjunction map is the same as the canonical map
LÑ fg!gfL. Certainly, we immediately have that φ M  L.
Since φ  is étale, it’s flat, and hence Ã and U{{ Gm are Tor-independent over
A{{ Gm. Thus we can apply [23, Tag 08IB] to deduce that φ fA  fφ̃.
Recall that g!ApEq  gApEq b ωgA where ωgA  ωÃ b gAω_A{{Gm . In general, if
we have an étale map ψ : X Ñ Y , then ΩX{Y  0, and so (e.g from [11]) we have
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a surjection ψ  ΩY {k Ñ ΩX{k. But these bundles are of the same dimension, so
in fact we obtain an isomorphism, implying that, after taking highest powers, ψ















i.e. φ̃ pulls relative canonical sheaf back to relative canonical sheaf. We can use
this and the commutativity of the above diagram to show
(7.20) φ̃g!ApEq  φ̃pgAE b ωgAq  gφE b ωg  g!φpEq.
The identical Tor-independence argument done for f gives us the equality of
functors φ  gA  gφ̃
.
Finally, the equation φ̃fA  f
φ  is a direct consequence of the commutativity
of the above diagram.
Combining all these equalities in order, we conclude that the pulled back mor-
phism φ M Ñ φ fAg!AgAfAM is in fact the canonical map L Ñ fg!gfL




A is fully faithful, we use Proposition 4.2, which requires a closed
cover of A{{0Gm obeying certain Tor-independence conditions. Recall from Sec-
tion 6 that A  Specpkrx1, . . . , xs1, y1, . . . , ys0 , z1, . . . , zs1sq and that Gm acts on
A with weight 1 on xi, weight 0 on yi, and weight 1 on zi. Thus the quotient
A{{0Gm  Specpkryi, xizjsq  As0  Specpkrxizjsq. We parametrize the closed
cover of A{{0Gm with As0 , so that each closed variety H in the cover is isomor-
phic to Specpkrxizjsq. Let H
 be the inverse image scheme of H in A{{Gm and















The maps p and q are the restrictions of fA and gA.
To satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.2, we need to check that H and
Ã are Tor-independent over A{{Gm. By a theorem from commutative algebra
(e.g. see the Koszul Homology chapter in Eisenbud [8]), if R is a Noetherian
ring, M is an R-module, and a1, . . . , an is both R-regular and M -regular, then
TorRi pR{I,Mq  0 for all i ¡ 0. Well, if H  pt1, . . . , ts0q  Specpkrxizjsq, then it
is cut out by the regular sequence yi ti. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 6,
Ã is the blow up at the loci cut out by pxizjq in A{{Gm, so the sequence yi  ti
is also regular on Ã. Thus the Tor groups at the stalks vanish, and H and Ã
are Tor-independent over A{{Gm.
Of course the most important condition in Proposition 4.2 is that for each H,
the functor qp
 : DbpH q Ñ DbpHq is fully faithful. We claim this follows
from Proposition 11.23 in [12]. From the explicit construction in Section 6, we
know that A{{ Gm  Projpkryi, xizj, zisq and so H   Projpkrxizj, zisq and H̃
is the blow up of H  in the vanishing locus of the ideal pxizjq. Quotienting
the ring by pxizjq, we see that we are blowing up at a subvariety isomorphic to
Projpkrzisq  Ps11, and in fact the normal bundle of Ps11 in H  is isomorphic
to Op1q`s1 . Hence the exceptional divisor of this blow up is isomorphic to
PpOp1q`s1q  Ps11. The contraction of the exceptional divisor in the other
direction is precisely isomorphic to H.
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Thus the pair of blowups H  Ð H̃ Ñ H is a standard flip (defined as in
Huybrechts [12]), and the last condition we need to check to apply Proposition
11.23 of [12] is that s1 ¤ s1. To see this, note that by [24], in our original picture
M̃ is the blow up of Mpσ q at the projectivization of a rank g   2σ bundle and
it is simultaneously the blow of Mpσq at the projectivization of a rank d1
2
 σ
bundle. Of course étale localization doesn’t change the rank of these bundles,
and so we deduce that s1 
d1
2
 σ  1 and s1  g   2σ  1. Then s1 ¤ s1
if an only if d1
2
 σ ¤ g   2σ, i.e. if and only if d1
2
 g ¤ 3σ. Since we have
set d1
2
 g ¤ 3σ, it follows that s1 ¤ s1 and so by [12], we conclude that
qp
 : DbpH q Ñ DbpHq is fully faithful.
Having checked all the conditions of Proposition 4.2, we apply it to deduce
that gAf

A : DbpA{{ Gmq ÝÑ DbpA{{Gmq is fully faithful. As discussed above,
because it suffices to show our theorem étale-locally, we may finally conclude that
gf
 : DbpMpσ qq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq is a fully faithful functor.

Remark 7.8. It is crucial that d1
2
 g ¤ 3σ in our proof. Proposition 11.23 from
[12] requires that the dimension of the projective space blown up first is at least
that of the one contracted to - otherwise the pull-push functor fails to be fully
faithful in general. It is evident from our proof that to guarantee this inequality,
we must have d1
2
 g ¤ 3σ.
8. Corollaries
We now discuss a few consequences of Theorem 7.7. As usual, we fix a line
bundle Λ over C of degree d ¥ 3. First off, we claim that concatenating the
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where the notation is Mσ  Mpσq, and M̃d{2i is as in diagram 7.7 where we
take σ  d{2  i  ε. The left vertical arrow is the degeneration of a roof,
and in fact it is a blow up of an embedding of C (see [24]). The bottom right
space M is the moduli space of semistable vector bundles over C, without σ and
without the section. Note that regardless of the parity of d, the moduli space
Mp1pd{2rd{2sqεq is the same as Mp0q, which as discussed above, reduces the
inequalities to the ordinary semistability inequalities. So Mp1pd{2rd{2sq εq
is the moduli space of semistable pairs over C, and the right vertical arrow is a
birational map whose fibre over E is PH0pEq.
In order for the functor DbpMiq Ñ DbpMi1q to be fully faithful for all the
moduli spaces in the diagram, i.e. for all possible σ P r0, d{2q, we require that
d1
2
¤ g, which holds as long as d ¤ 2g  1. Note that 2g  1 is the minimum d
can be in order for the machinery (and diagrams) from [24] and [25] to hold.
Our Theorem 7.7 immediately implies:
Corollary 8.1. Fix d ¤ 2g  1 and as always let Mpσq denote the moduli space
of σ-semistable pairs over C with fixed determinant Λ of degree d. Suppose we
have σ, τ P r0, d{2q and σ, τ R d{2  Z. Then when σ   τ , there is an embedding
of derived categories DbpMpτqq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq.
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We can also show:
Corollary 8.2. Fix d ¤ 2g  1, and as always let Mpσq denote the moduli
space of σ-semistable pairs over C with fixed determinant Λ of degree d, and fix
σ P r0, d{2q and σ R d{2   Z. Then there is an embedding of derived categories
DbpCq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq.
Proof. By (3.19) in [24], the leftmost vertical arrow in diagram 8.1 is a blow up
at a subvariety isomorphic to C. But it is well-known (e.g. see [6]) that the
pullback of a blow up of a variety at a smooth subvariety induces an embedding
of derived categories. Hence by Corollary 8.2, we obtain an embedding of DbpCq
into DbpMpσqq for every σ P r0, d{2q X pd{2  Zqc. 
Remark 8.3. In Section 3, we proved that whenM is the moduli space of semistable
bundles over a genus 2 curve C, the Fourier-Mukai transform associated to the
universal bundle on C M gives an embedding of DbpCq into DbpMq.
We conjecture that the same should be true for higher genus C. Indeed, we be-
lieve, but have not checked, that the fully faithful functors DbpCq ÝÑ DbpMpσqq
we’ve constructed when d ¤ 2g  1 are in fact also twists of the Fourier-Mukai
transforms given by the associated universal bundles. By twist of a Fourier-Mukai
transform, we mean either the Fourier-Mukai tranform associated to the tensor
product of the original kernel by a line bundle, or, equivalently, the original func-
tor composed with tensoring by a line bundle. Furthermore, in the case where
d  2g1, the very rightmost map of diagram 8.1 is actually birational [24], and
it pulls the universal bundle on M (the moduli space of semistable bundles over
C) back to a twist of the universal bundle on Mp1pd{2rd{2sq εq. Hence we





































where Φ and Φ1 are Fourer-Mukai transforms with respect to the appropriate
universal bundles, possibly twisted by a line bundle. So if we know Φ is fully
faithful, it follows that Φ1 is as well, and we obtain an embedding of DbpCq into
DbpMq for all curves C of genus g ¡ 1.
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